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McLAREN VALE

THE YEAR THAT:

 	

We started plans to extend the cellar
door

HISTORY

PALATE

WINEMAKER

Made exclusively from our Taranga
vineyard, the 2018 Shiraz shows all of the
delicious flavours that you have come to
know and love. Made from vines aged 7
to 70 years old, our Taranga Shiraz always
delivers.

Lifted cherry berry, mulberry
freshness, liquorice and plenty of spicee.
Mouth watering tannins, sweet
fruited and dark chocolate to finish.
Delish!

Corrina Wright, 6th Generation

Vintage

the Year that...........

2018 is one of the vintages of the century.
Perfect ripening, good solid crops, strong
winter rain and lack of heat waves made it
pretty near perfect!

Our beautiful cellar door in McLaren Vale
is in a workers cottage built by the first
generation of our family back in the 1850’s.
While it is so cosy and gorgeously rustic, it
is getting a bit squeezy. We started plans to
develop the cellar door, keeping all of the
original cottage and turning it into private
tasting rooms. We are excited to show you
our new space hopefully completed in early
2021.

AROMA
Bright mulberry and blackberry on the
nose, dark chocolate and mocha

cellaring

Drink now to 10 years
vintage

24/178

GRAPE VARIETY

100% Shiraz
REGION

100% McLaren Vale
COLOUR

Brick maroon
ALCOHOL

14.5%

WHAT THE WRITERS HAVE TO SAY
‘One of those reliable drops you can easily turn to when the bottle shop shelves become
a blur. It’s a dense wine with a good whack of cedary oak. Think dark plums and berries,
dark chocolate plus licorice all adding interest. Faint dashes of soy and baking spices come
late with attractive fine spices clutching long. The depth of fruit fills the palate with ease
calling you back with its moreish appeal.’ QWine
‘Dark chocolate and black plums, powerful aromatics - a mix of new and old oak. A
measured dose of sweetness hits the front palate - savoury, coffee-bean complexity follows.
Compelling shiraz. Speaks of region.’ 92 points The Real Review
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